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Why Auto-Suggestions?

•• They Can Affect the Subconscious MindThey Can Affect the Subconscious Mind

•• Can Be Used For Self or OthersCan Be Used For Self or Others•• Can Be Used For Self or OthersCan Be Used For Self or Others

•• Builds a Density of Energy Through RepetitionBuilds a Density of Energy Through Repetition

•• They Work Extremely Well When Combined They Work Extremely Well When Combined 

With Chi EnergyWith Chi Energy



Sample SuggestionsSample Suggestions

•• I am relaxed and in control at all times    I am relaxed and in control at all times    

•• I declare the favor of God for all I doI declare the favor of God for all I do

•• It is OK for me to be over paid.It is OK for me to be over paid.

•• I feel euphoric and blissful all the time.I feel euphoric and blissful all the time.

•• My presence alone produces valuable results.My presence alone produces valuable results.

•• I am attracting business and success every dayI am attracting business and success every day



•• I am in the process of earning $(Amount) this year and  ($ amount)  per I am in the process of earning $(Amount) this year and  ($ amount)  per 

year in the very near future.year in the very near future.

•• I am bold and confident    I am bold and confident    

•• I am easily attracting money & prosperity every dayI am easily attracting money & prosperity every day

•• I am the leader that people are looking forI am the leader that people are looking for

•• I am disciplined and stay focused on my goals I am disciplined and stay focused on my goals 

•• I am a positive influence on everyone I come in contact with    I am a positive influence on everyone I come in contact with    

•• I expect success every day through Gods favor    I expect success every day through Gods favor    

•• I can do all things through Christ who strengthens meI can do all things through Christ who strengthens me



•• I have a strong mind and can control my thoughts and emotions    I have a strong mind and can control my thoughts and emotions    

•• I attract people to me like a magnet I attract people to me like a magnet 

•• I believe in the perfect outcome of every situation in my life    I believe in the perfect outcome of every situation in my life    

•• My words heal, quicken, vitalize, prosper, satisfy, persuade & make rich My words heal, quicken, vitalize, prosper, satisfy, persuade & make rich 

everyone I meet.    everyone I meet.    

•• Everyone I talk to wants to get involved in business with me    Everyone I talk to wants to get involved in business with me    

•• I  am in the process of weighing a strong and healthy (  ) lbs  .I  am in the process of weighing a strong and healthy (  ) lbs  .

•• I feel my chi getting stronger every day    I feel my chi getting stronger every day    

•• I have total faith & belief in my ability to control all areas in my life I have total faith & belief in my ability to control all areas in my life 

based on the power that God has blessed me with    based on the power that God has blessed me with    

•• I keep my thoughts pure and good and channel my energy into I keep my thoughts pure and good and channel my energy into 

creative, worthwhile actions         creative, worthwhile actions         



•• I am abundant in every good wayI am abundant in every good way

•• Infinite money is mine to earn, save, invest, exponentially multiply and Infinite money is mine to earn, save, invest, exponentially multiply and 

share.share.

•• My abundance is making everyone better off.My abundance is making everyone better off.

•• I embrace abundance, and abundance embraces me.I embrace abundance, and abundance embraces me.

•• Every resource I need (tangible & intangible ) is possessed by someone, Every resource I need (tangible & intangible ) is possessed by someone, 

somewhere at this very moment. I will find these individuals and somewhere at this very moment. I will find these individuals and 

persuade them to provide me with these resources.persuade them to provide me with these resources.



ConclusionConclusion

Use These Techniques 

Daily and They Will Daily and They Will 

Work For You�


